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PREFACE 

The Swazi Business Development Project is a four year project designed to contribute 
to achieving the strategic objective of expanding the Swazi-owned business sector. The project 
purpose is to stimulate the growth and establishment of Swazi small businesses, which will, in 
t u r n ,  create jobs and wealth tl~rougl~out the country. 

In March 1992, Development Alternatives Inc. (DAI) was appointed as project contractor 
to manage the establishment of a new local non-profit agency; The Swazi Business Growth 
Trust, (SBGT), DAl's three and one-half year contract (No: 645-0235-C-00-2006-00) will e~ld 
on November 30, 1995. 

The following report provides an overview of project accomplishments and identifies key 
issues to be addressed by new manpgement of SBGT. The report was produced by Senior 
Management at DA I and the project tecllnical assistance team. 

DAI would like to extend its appreciation and thanks to everyone who contributed to the 
success of the project, specifically USAID Swaziland project management, dedicated members 
of the Swazi private sector, the Government of Swaziland and the SBGT Board of Directors and 
Staff. 

November, 1995 
Project No: 645-0235-C-00-2006-00 
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DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES INC., 

FINAL REPORT ON THE 
SWAZI BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT WHICH CREATED: 

THE SWAZI BUSINESS GROWTH TRUST 

SBCT IN THE C,LOBAL CONTEXT OF MSE DEVELOPMENT 

The last 10 years have witnessed major prugress and change in the field of MSE 
development, particularly in the provision of financial services to this sector. In the mid- 
1980's practitioners debated whether these services could reach greater numbers an could be 
more sustainable, and whether the goals of scale and sustainability justified changes in policy 
and practice (such as raising interest rates). In the mid-1990's scale and sustainability of 
these services is reality, not speculation. Microfinance institutions are expected to be 
designed for both. if they are not, they are finding external support increasingly difficult to 
come by. Institutions such as tile Unit Desas of the Bank Rakyat Indonesia, the Grameen 
Bank in Bangladesh, BancoSol in Bolivia, and the Kenya Rural Enterprise Prograni arc 
reaching significant portions of demand in their countries - millions of clients in Asia, and 
tens of thousands of entrepreneurs in the smaller population countries of Africa and Latin 
America. BancoSol's over 67,000 active clients constitute over half of the total clients in the 
entire Bolivian banking system. 

These breakthroughs have replaced the ilistitutional challenges of the 1980's with a 
wholly new set of challenges. Now that scale and sustainability are expected outcomes, the 
challenge is not how to reach scale, but how to remain at scale. In addition, given relatively 
limited sup~ly of donor resources and the increasing need to mobilize capital from local 
markets to finance operations at scale, creating linkages between these capital sources and 
emerging microfinance institutions has acquired new priority . 

At the same time, major issues remain unresolved in MSE development. While the 
number of successful microfinance institutions grows, there are few large-scale, sustainable 
small business finance organizations. There seems to be a significant client turnover in even 
the best microfinance institutions, or a topping out of loans taken out by repeat borrowers 
(even when there are no ceilings restraining larger borrowing). Perhaps most concerning is 
the absence of non-financial assistance successes to complement financial assistance 
breakthroughs, even though studies of MSE dynamics demonstrate that non-financial factors 
pose key constraints to economic growth in the sector. 



US AID'S Microen;erprise Development Office, in its plans for its new applied 
research initiative, the Best Practices project, breaks down its work program into three 
research areas: best practice , frontier , and horizon . This denotes a progression from 
wliat is known well, to wliat is least known, but is important to understand to achieve longer 
term development goals. The DO identifies five horizon topics, areas in whicl~ the global 
MSE development experience might be relevant, but which have received little attention to 
date. These topics are: 

* Institutional alternatives for microfinance (getting commercial banks more involved 
with the sector), 

* New financial products and services (to more effectively address demand in the 
sector), 

* Sectoral linkages (connecting to housing, agriculture, health care and environmental 
development work), 

* Market access (increasing MSE participation in growing markets), 

* M icroenterpr ise and social safety nets ( I  inkages to refugee assistance, disaster 
assistance, etc), and 

* Small business development. 

From this global perspective, the Swazi Business Development Project (SBDP) and the 
Swazi Business Growth Trust (SBGT) have been operating at the horizons of kliowiedge in 
the MSE development field. For reasons elaborated on below, SBGT had to deal with 
horizon issues virtually from its outset, rather than at a more mature stage of its evolution. 

SBGT's development under USAID support offers valuable lessorrs for how, following the 
common goals of scale and sustainabiiity, institutions can serve not the vast body of 
microenterprises, but the smaller set of enterprises transforming from microbusinesses into 
viable small businesses. It shows how the commercial financial sector can be brought down 
market to serve this client group. It  contains the development of new financial products and 
technology to meet the evolving financial demand of these clients. It  includes the 
development of linkages to other key sectors of economic development as a means of 
increasing MSE access to emerging market opportunities. Lastly, it involves the provision of 
demand-driven, efficient non-financial services as a necessary complement to financial 
assistance in addressing the needs of dynamic small businesses in a competitive marketplace. 



SBGT IN THE SWAZI CONTEXT 

Several factors in the Swazi economy as a whole, and in SBGT's USAID-determined 
terms of reference, pushed the institution towards a its focus on dynamic small enterprises. 
Swaziland is a small country and a small economy. I t  is also a highly dualistic economy, like 
that of its neighbor, South Africa, in which a small number of enterprises and individuals 
account for the vast majority of economic activity and benefit. In this dualistic structure, 
there is little middle ground between mostly white-owned and controlled, large, vertically- 
integrated business activity, and mostly black-owned, very small, nowintegrated business 
activity. 

While the GEMINI survey of Swaziland estimated over 51,000 microenterprises in 
operation, the same survey found fewer than 2,800 enterprises comprising USAID's target 
group for SBDP: enterprises in towns, with fixed places of work, registered, with at 
least one paid employee other than the owner. USAID chose this target group because it felt 
it contained the MSEs mast likely to generate new income and employment, and because the 
project lacked sufficient resources to operate throughout Swaziland. Subsequent GEMINI 
project research has confirmed USAID's reasoning in this matter. I t  found, through multi- 
country empirical investigations in eastern and southern Africa, that enterprises which have 
grown from 1 to at least 2 employees (including the owner), and enterprises located in urban, 
denser population areas, are far more likely to grow than one person enterprises, and than 
enterprises in more rural areas. 

While this choice of target group was sound, from the point of view of the project's 
goals, it placed SBGT in a situation in which the scale it might reach was quite small, 
compared with a typical microfinance institution. BancoSol, in serving 67,000 clients, 
handles over twenty times the total market targeted by SBDP, while reaching less than 20 
percent of the total Bolivian market for its services. SBGT, from the beginning of its 
financial services, knew that even if successful, its client numbers would be limited. I t  had 
two choices: change its target group, reaching down market to more micro-enterprises; or 
seek more revenue from its existing client group through developing and marketing additional 
scrvices to them. SBGT chose the latter, and its viability, today and in the future, depends 
upon maintaining an array of services to satisfy the evolving demand of its select, but high 
potential clients. ' 

'SBGT has taken one other step to improve its near-term 
revenues: launching a housing finance program for salaried 
employees. This program was not anticipated in the original 
project design. While it's short-term prospects look bright, it 
is uncertain how long building societies and commercial banks 
will ignore this market. Once they enter, with larger and lower- 
cost capital resources, it will prove difficult for SBGT to 
retain the market. 



In this respect, SBGT arrived, in its infancy, at institutional development issues 
BancoSol and other mature microfinance organizations are grappling with in their tenth or 
later years of operation. BancoSol and others concentrate less today on expansion of existing 
services, al~d more on maximizing value from existing clients through expanding and 
improving services. While SBGT has not succeeded completely in achieving full financial 
sustainability, it has made impressive progress in a short amount of time, and has moved 
ahead of many of these more mature institutions in understanding how to efficiently and 
el'lectivel y deliver services to growing small businesses. SBGT does not have c1 ient numbers 
or financial returns to compare with BancoSol, BRI or their peers; but it has pioneered other 
financial products, now financial services, and institutional innovations which are ahead of 
much of what this vanguard has come up with. 

KEY LESSONS IN SBGT'S DEVELOPMENT 

1. Synergy, not Scope in Service and institutional Development 

SBGT learned, through observing its clients, through examining its own performance, 
and through examining that of competitors, that it could not viably offer the range of 
assistance envisaged in the original contract. I t  suspected, from its outset, that it 
would need additional grant resources to provide the time needed to reach to full  
financial self-sufficiency. At the same time, given the small size of its client group, i t  
realized that it had to maximize the revenues it obtained from these entrepreneurs. 
While SBGT could not be a we can handle any problem you bring through the door 
organization, it had to be one which was likely to offer something that the dynamic 
Swazi small businessperson would want, so that it would hold onto these clients when 
they found their way to its door. 

SBGT responded to this challenge by developing a smaller number of high quality 
services which have obvious support linkages to each other - service synergy . It 
reorganized its own internal structure, reducing the number of major structures, and 
making remaining structures more independently managed and directed, while 
mutually supportive - establishing institutional synergy . 

Service synergy - The relatively early success of GTC's financial services gave SBGT 
credibility with the public and the private sector, facilitating its moves into other 
service areas. Later, it also increased GTCC's general desirability as a partner in 
business ventures in Swaziland. OTC's entry into housing finance helps improve 
markets for SBGT construction services, and for GTCC's future work in managing 
local housing and infrastructural development, as well as providing a strong, stable 
cash flow for its own finance activities. GTC's financial service success leads to 
demand for SBGT or OTCC services that the latter two gear up for that demand. 
GTCC franchising, contracting and other activities lead to demand for SBGT trainin14 
or GTC financial services that are fit to these demands. The Smart Card, originally 



developed for GTC lending activities, will soon open up market opportunities for 
G'T'CC by permitting casliless transactions for a variety of business situations. 

hstitutionul synergy - SBGT placed its major operations under three separate 
institutional identities (SBGT, GTC al~d GTCC). All three seek sustainability in their 
own ways, and must maintain a strong watch on revenue and expenditure. Each entity 
crass-sells (SBGT's term) future services for the other, making sure clients 

understand the availability and value of other services. An example is GTC, which 
provides the client witla financial services, has helped to promote wider awareness and 
use of SBGT's training services and GTCC's francliising services. In addition, the 
presence of the non-profit SBGT at the top of this institutional structure expands 
access to capital markets and development markets for all three bodies. Oniy a non- 
profit like SBGT can receive an endowment from USAID, or grants from the Japanese 
or German governments, The Goverllment of Swaziland is entering into municipsl 
development partnerships with SBGT to promote housing and infrastructural 
development in its secondary cities, a venture it might not be comfortable in with a 
for-profit partner. 

I t  is important to note that while SBGT and its clients gain more benefits from 
institutional and services synergy of the three related companies, SBGT's need for 
highly skilled operational managers to independently implement and coordinated 
activities among the entities, has also risen. 

2. Let Demand Drive Sustainable Non-Financial Services 

SBGT opted to focus on the problem of four subsectors it felt had strong market 
growth potential: construction, transport, agro-industry , and trading. After an initial 
period of trying to offer a wide range of services to entrepreneurs and to broker a 
large number of deals, SBGT found a few key services with strong demand and 
greater possibility for fee generation, such as master franchising, master contracting 
and bulk buying. Now it works to maximize the value added it can obtain in these 
key service areas, and evolves other services slowly as new market opportunities arise. 

SRGT's experience in moving from linkage promotion to more viable types of non- 
financial services is one of the first cases that can be documented of how a subsector 
focus can reform non-financial assistance programs to make them more cost-effective. 
Like many other small business support organizations before it, SBGT, following its 
mandate from USAID, tried to promote business linkages between small and larger 
firms. Unlike most others, SBGT realized early on that simply trying to intermediate 
deals was not going to be sustainable. It made this realization because its structure, 
which required each service unit to track fees against costs made its staff keenly aware 
of how little revenue was being generated from linkage services (by September 1993 
they were reporting fees of only E17,500 against operating costs of E 325,000, with 
little prospect for improvement). SBGT's macro-examination of its target subsectors 



revealed other systemic problems with linkage promotion. Many large firms were 
subsidiaries of South African companies and could not source materials or services 
locally. When local procurement was possible, as in some wholesale trading , lieavy 
price competition made small businesses resentful of any fees SBGT extracted for 
iliterinediation assistance. 

SBGT considered the situation, and decided that one-on-one deal work on linkage 
promotion was not viable, and decided to take on a new role in which it could work 
on market access for many clients at once. This began with Government Tender 
workshops, moved to buyers/sellers "card swap" events and finally franchising. Tlie 
new services it has developed, which include master franchising for Phone Spazas and 
Maxi Movies, master contracting for housing and infrastructure development, and tlic 
soon to be introduced Club Card to facilitate bulk buying of key commodities for 
truckers, traders and builders, while still in their youth, look considerably more viable 
than the lir~kage promotion. In any event, the new services all have their own 
business plans, complete with revenue and expenditure targets, so that they can be 
managed for sustainability and risk minimization. 

In sum, SRGT, having achieved a demonstration affect through its early work 
promoting individual firm-to-firm linkages, evolved a more leveraged linkage strategy. 
It new strategy is geared towards maximizing quality of market access to its clients, 
and sustainability for itself. Today its goal is to occupy the middle in a few, high 
qua1 ity deals, in whicli many of its client can participate. SBGT has put a demand- 
driven effort in place of a supply-driven one. 

Pay Well, But Keep People and Institutions Accountable 

SBGT spends 42 percent of its total wage bill on its top five officers. While this is 
more extreme than may be necessary in other countries, due to the extreme shortage 
of skilled managers in the Swazi labor market, it has been essential to the institution's 
success in developing the three companies. SBGT decentralized service delivery 
structure require skilled and experienced oversight. 

At the same time, all SBGT senior managers are keenly aware of the implications of 
their salaries for their own performance targets. Each of rlie three SBGT institutions 
reports on costs alld revenues to the Board, and high salaries carry with them 
mandates to increase revenues. Establishing two of those institutions (GTC and 
GTCC) as for-profit subsidiaries makes it clear that their revenues should exceed costs 
each year, and makes it easier to close them down (or some of their initiatives down) 
if performance is below expectations. 

SBGT provides common basic administrative and support services to all its entities, 
which provides economies of scale for implementing sound management and 
administrative systems. SBGT does business plans first, and hires second. while many 



of its predecessors worked the other way around. When SBGT hires new professional 
staff, they look for versatility, rather than depth of skill in one area, to make it easier 
to adapt services in changing market environments, 

4. An Institution Can't Do Too Much Networking 

I t  is fair to say that the local economic community greeted the arrival of SBGT with a 
level of skepticism when learning that the organization would ut.ilize an independent 
or pr ivate sector approach to development. Government, business associations and 
small business owners realized that SBGT would not fit the traditional mold of a 
development agency. Experience with other organizational models in the community 
suggested that a business development agency was a parastatle and provide subsidized 
finance, training and industrial sites. No one really knew what a "commercial" 
business development organization would look like. 

During the first year of operation SBGT worked to establish its reputation as a 
company which would experiment with a variety of small business development 
strategies, increasing its own levels of active participation in shaping markets and 
creating business opportunities. In 1995, the seeds planted in the early years would 
rtiater ial ize in inliovative financial products, master franchise licenses and a key role 
in  coordinating small business involvemeilt in the Maguga Dam project, 

SBGT began serving the small business community in 1992 with the introduction of 
Business Services. As previously mention.ed, initial services focused on creating 
market iirikages for the small business owner with large scale enterprises and 
Government of Swaziland. With a small cadre of service staff (3). the organization 
canvassed many companies, conducted workshops and engaged in extensive research 
into various sectors of the economy. These activities helped to establish SBGT as a 
company oriented toward "service delivery" to the small business network. Rather 
than facilitate activities, SBGT would become an implementing agency. 

Small businesses generally operate in hostile environments, with far fewer weapons at 
their disposal than other inhabitants of those environments. Confrontation rarely 
succeeds in capturing new markets. Cooperation has more chance of success. SBGT 
recognized this, and set out to make sure that it acquired a good name among all the 
other main inhabitants of its environment: commercial financial institutions, large-scale 
enterprises, donor institutions, government departments, and professional associations. 
Even in larger countries than Swaziland, key decisions affecting access to markets 
often are based on reputation in a small community of decision-makers. SBGT's goal 
was to ensure that key players knew of its existence, and, regardless of how they felt 
about individual SBGT activities, they respected SBGT as a serious, professional 
member of their group. 



SBGT largely has achieved its goal of being recognized as a key player in field of 
busiriess development, no small feat in a country littered with unsuccessful institutions 
with similar missions to help small business. This has taktn substantial senior 
management time in making presentations to key groups, meeting with key individuals, 
and managing public and media relations; but it's been time well spent, 

5, Contract TA Management Lessons: 

Source technical asslstance locally wherever possible 

SBDP made extensive use of Swazi and southern African experts. These professionals 
could provide assistance in a more timely and cost-effective manner for many of the 
project's needs. They also brought increased awareness of the local market, its 
constraints and critical success factors. 

Pinching pennies made more funds available for technical assistance 

SBDP obtained 30 percent more person months of technical assistance than originally 
budgeted. It could do so because it  saved money in several areas. Local and regional 
consultants cost less to bring to Swaziland. Lodging consultants in project guest 
houses whenever possible brought further savings, Project managers rightly calculated 
that funding for short-term technical assistance was a precious resource, and took 
every chance they could to save in other areas in order to increase these funds. 

Knowledge isn't power without communications 

SBDP's strong electronics communications system, drawing upon DA's extensive 
experience in global communications, enabled project managers to draw upon a wide 
range of knowledge and experience in small business development (including DA's 
world-wide experience in managing the GEMINI project), Electronic mail brought 
DA's home office capacity closer, and enabled more minds to grapple with issues 
during project implementation. 

Contractor commitment, from the top 

Just as SBGT's senior managers and Board played a critical role in its successful 
institutional development, DAl's commitment at the top level to SBDP played an 
important role in the project's success. DAl's President was active in the project from 
its outset. He and a member of DAI's own Board of Directors worked directly on the 
project, preparing a sustainability plan for SBGT. The Enterprise Development 
GroupIGEMINI Project Director also took a strong interest in the project. DAl's 
expatriate managers performed outstandingly, and the project could not have 
succeeded without them. Home office support gave these managers the resources they 
needed to realize their vision for SBDP. 



SBGT ACHIEVEMENTS 

Overall impact: 

SBGT's financial and training services have been provided to over 2700 enterprises 
during its four years of operation, Some 70 percent of enterprises receiving GTC loatis 
increased sales, over 30 percent increased assets, and 20 percent increased assets and stocks 
by over 100 percent. One third of all businesses served added at least one employee. 
Wornen entrepreneurs make up 54 percent of the credit client base. Over two-thirds of all 
women clients have taken repzat loans, with nearly half of these repeat borrowers increasing 
their profits or assets by over 100 percent. 

Financial Services: 

SBGT has issued 1365 small and microenterprise loans for over E 7,450,000. I t  has 
provided 505 small business owners with their first access to formal sources of finance. This 
represents over 20% of the target market identified for these services. SBGT has developed a 
set of financial products appropriate for this market segment. It  has developed, and continues 
to develop, other financial products to fill gaps in the market, such as Christmas Loans and 
Harvest Loans. SBGT's new housing finance products, aimed at low-income, salaried 
employees, seem to be timely and potentially lucrative, and offer spin-off benefits for small 
enterprise development in the areas served (see above). 

Business Development services: 

As stated above, SBGT has provided services to over 2700 enterprises. Its business 
development services are just beginning to hit their stride, presently receiving over 500 client 
visits per month in its two offices. SBGT has launched a number of less labor-intensive 
mechanisms for promoting greater access to markets for its clients. It has linked 150 small 
firms with GOS procurement opportunities, and has provided 250 clients with contacts with 
large firm buyers through its card swap program. Its newsletter goes out to over 500 
businesses, and its Access Card members directory, providing background details and contacts 
for firms interested in sub-contract work, is sent to over 350 larger firms. SBGT now offers 
over 12 workshops teaching businesses where to obtain information on possible business 
linkages and market opportunities. It  also is helping three business associations, the 
Businesswomen's Association of Swaziland, the Contractor's Association, and the Trucker's 
Association, to increase and improve member services. 

Commercial LinkageslFranchising 

As discussed earlier, SBGT is pioneering mechanisms for assisting groups of firms 
realize new markct opportunities. It is the only organization in Swaziland working in master 
franchising and master contracting. SBGT has assisted over 100 clients with contacts, 



assistance, advice and, i n  some cases, final~cing to establish franchises. Its Phone Spzlza and 
Maxi Movies fra~ichises are expected to provide over 50 new business opportunities for 
emerging entrepreneurs, with 5 franchises operating today, New master franchise projects 
are on the drawing board, SBGT is completing arrangements to serve as master contractor 
for several housing and infrastructure projects, and providing an array of services to the 
unbundling Usutu Pulp and Simunye Sugar companies. SBGT's Club Card, utilizing Smart 
Card technology to assist in bulk buying, franchise financing, and other transactions, has 
attracted considerable interest. Its first application, in providing discounts on fuel purchases 
for the Trucker's Association, is forthcoming. 

Institutional Development 

SBGT has been established as a registered trust in Swaziland and, as of November 8, 
1995, was established as a registered 50 1 43 (3) organization in the United States. Tllis 
provides it with both non-profit status and access I+ both government and private capital 
sources for such organizations. I t  has grown far beyond USAID's vision of a 17 person 
organization to a 3-entity structure with 47 permanent employees (as of October 1995), 
SBGT has established and registered two commercial companies, of which it is the sole 
shareholder, the GTC and GTCC. The GTC received a Limited Financial Institutions 
License from the Central Bank of Swaziland, entitling it to issue loans, but not to take 
deposits. The Boards of Directors for SBGT and GTC play an active and substantive role 
in their organizational development (GTCC has just been registered, and its Board has yet to 
meet). l nternal systems and procedures continue to be upgraded; but their robustness was 
demonstrated in the successful detection and prosecution of a sophisticated computer fraud 
operation by a SBGT manager. 

CHALLENGES FACING SBGT 

Remain nimble, stay in front of market opportunities 

SBGT has succeeded where it has recognized market gaps and has gone in ahead of 
the competition. But Swaziland is a small country, and competitors don't take long there to 
follow behind. For this reason, SBGT needs to avoid getting over-invested in any of its 
ventures, and to be ready to wind down programs if bigger, stronger players enter the arena. 
Markets such as housing finance for salaried employees are good revenue earners today, but 
are likely to be gone within a few years, as banks and building societies, laden with lower- 
cost capital, wake up to their potential. At the same time, SBGT needs to remain vigilant for 
new market opportunities. It should maintain and expand its networking activities with larger 
firms and South African master franchisors. 



Maintain a high standard for internal manngemenr 

SBOT has attracted two experienced regional professiorials to replace its expatriate 
mariagers, I t  has strong managers i n  its most senior positions. It must maintain a work 
environment that will minimize turrlover in  its core staff, wliilc it continues to attract key 
expertise for its new ventures. Given the imbalance bceweerl demand and supply for quality 
management in Swaziland, SBGT must plan to grow the best and brightest of its junior staff 
into more senior roles, and should invest accordingly in staff development and training, 
SBGT also must improve its fina~lcial and management reporting so that its Directors and 
senior managers can maintain a close watch on the performance of all services, and call 
rapidly adapt to changing market circumstances. 

Continue to expand capital base to be ready for market opportunities 

SBGT's progress towards sustainability has been hampered most by inadequate 
supplies of capital to deliver services in demand. Its lending programs have consistently 
failed to meet revenue expectations because they have had to wait for repayments to issue 
new loans. 

In August, GTC received a 10 year soft loan (@ 2%) from the Ministry of Finance 
amounting to E4.6 million emalangeni. Efforts to obtain a loan from Triodos Bank in the 
Netherlands have resulted in a verbal commitment for E3.65 million. The loan from Triodos 
would be at 8% with no guarantee or foreign exchange cover required. Intensive efforts to 
solicit funds from Tibiyo have to-date not been successful. Conservative estimate suggest that 
SBGT should receive E2 million from Tibiyo by the end of the year. 

SBGT must continue to invest in an active capitalization program, drawing upon the 
resources of both staff and Board members, to stay in front of the financing requirements for 
the market opportunities it unearths. 

SPECIFIC ISSUES FOR THE FUTURE 

Mavimize financial viability, or marimize economic development impact ? 

SBGT's mandate is to grow Swazi business. At the same time, the institution is supposed to 
seek financial sustainability. As it continues to grow, SBGT faces difficult questions in trying 
to fulfill both objectives. Expanding its A lending program outreach, through seeking clients 
in other centers, and in more rural areas, may be financially viable in the long run. Short- 
term lending programs have proven extremely profitable in many other countries. However, 
in the shorter-term, this may prove labor-intensive and expensive, given the small, and 
dispersed numbers of Swazi client base. SBGT already has 25 percent of the market, with 
the remainder likely to prove more expensive. The 51,000 microbusinesses may be a 
promising market for loan and savings services, but this will require financial product design, 



r s~aff expansion, and intensive trailling efforts, Without considerably lriglier interest rates on 
loans, and lower-than-market rates on savings (neither of which may be obtainable in the 
currelit pol icy environment), this lower-end client service expansion may not increase net 
revenues, I t  may not be viable at all, Its development impact is unclear, as GEMINI data 
suggests that most lower-end microenterprises do not grow, and do not add new jobs. 

SBGT's services to the middle-and-upper-end small businesses have documented increases in 
employment and income. Tliis clientele seems more likelry to have an impact on the Swazi 
economy as a whole. Yet, it is uncertain how far this service route can go, because each 
new franchise or contractor venture encounters new opporturiities arid o!sstacies. 
Competitors, while sometimes somnolent, can move in quickly to clone market doors. 
Service margins will vary accordingly. Expanding a $100-2000 loan program works in more 
predictable, well-charted territory, with more international experience and learning to draw 
on. Growing into many of these new areas will require special efforts to retain SBGT's 
high level of women entrepreneur participation, as construction and transport are historically 
male-dominated concerns, and regional data suggests women are less likely to expand their 
businesses to realize new market opportunities. 

For the most part, the more microenterprise-oriented services seek financial viability through 
high volumes and low margins, while the more small-to-medium enterprise services seek 
viability through lower volumes at higher margins. They require very different delivery 
mecl~anisms and staff resources. They broaden SBGT's outreach in  different directions: the 
former go directly to poorer, more rural clients; the latter to better-off clients, whose growth 
may create new opportunities for the poor through employment or better markets for their 
microenterprises. 

What is the future for general business training and other general services? 

Given past experience, business development services might more accurately be described as 
business information services. SBGT has evolved from offering business courses as stand- 
alone entities, to designing and delivering companion services for its other service programs 
(loans, franchising, contracting, etc). Its most general business course is offered in 
conjunction with its A Loan program. Though well received by clients, this general training 
is labor-intensive and recovers only a small fraction of its costs. It may be possible, through 
expanding more extensive services, such as information, self-training materials, and 
telephone help lines, to replace some or all classroom-based general training, This would 
free staff and classrooms for more profitable activities, such as specialized training courses 
related to other service programs. It also may be possible to reduce the size and time of the 
general business planning course, while still imparting essential information to clients. 
Although SBGT's services may never be fully self-sustaining (as opposed to GTC's and 
GTCC's), they should not be an excessive drain on the organization. SBGT success and 
orientation to the transfers of critical information to its clients should be, either through 
taking on larger groups at one time, or through using other media than direct contact to 
minimize the transaction costs of information transfer. 



How to allocate resources betwetw SRGT, GTC and GTCC? 

SBGT offers a number of services, including general business training, publications, arid 
other information services, which will never cover their full delivery costs from fees, Many 
of these services contribute to bringing new Swazi entrants into growillg markets: growing 
Swazi business, per its Mission. SBCW's endowment requires it to contiaue these training and 
development services, 

SBGT's initial AID support has enabled it to develop its 2 new commercial corporations, 
GTC and GTCC, and their activities. GTC and GTCC offer services which, per their 
mission statements, should both cover delivery costs and generate profits, The profits can be 
reinvested in expanding these services, and in subsidizing loss-making SBGT services. 

SBGT management will have to balance interests of maximizing financial viability versus 
maximizing development impact in determining the optimal allocation of resources between 
the parent trust and its 2 corporations. Throwing all surpluses into expanding financial 
services, franchising and master contracting would be seen as abandoning its development 
mission, and potentially as violating the conditions of its endowment. Putting all surpluses 
into SBGT general training and information services, particularly services which recover the 
smallest proportion of delivery costs, risks undermining the financial viability of the 
organization. 

The challengp, is to find a middle path, one which continues SBGT's development role while 
adequately resourcing the expansion of the profitable commercial activities of its subsidiaries. 
SBGT management should closely examine its least viable services. While not all 
developmentally valuable services will be able to fully recover costs, it's unlikely that the 
biggest money losers are critical to growing Swazi business. SBGT should continue to 
establish minimum cost recovery targets for services and back out of services which cannot 
achieve these levels over a reasonable period of time. 

What should be SBGT's long-term role in Swaziland's financial markets? 

The final evaluation recommends SBGT move quickly to obtain a full banking license and 
offer savings services. This may not be a wise strategy in Swaziland. No demand study has 
been undertaken. South Africa has a very high rate of black savings, and Swaziland may 
show a similar pattern. The costs of running a savings program are unclear, particularly as 
the people most in need of deposit services are not likely to be SBGT's present urban clients, 
but rather the more remote, rural poor. it is unclear what rates new Swazi depositors will 
require to move savings from mattresses and cows into a bank. SBGT will never have the 
capital resources to compete with bigger banks on deposit rates. Prudently managing a 
savings program will require new management systems and new staff capabilities in asset- 
liability management. 



Liquid savings instruments can benefit Swazi businesses, and there may be a promising 
market for SBGT. But it  should proceed cautiously, starting with demand analysis, and 
moving into a small pilot program to determine costs and viability, should the initial analysis 
prove encouraging. SBGT today operates several viable services, I t  should only diversify 
into savings services if  these show comparable market potential to its expanding franchising 
and master contracting ventures. 

SBGT should think seriously about its long term relationship with commercial financial 
institutions now operating in Swaziland. Although these institutions have proven largely 
disinterested in markets GTC now serves, the more successful GTC's products, the more 
likely interest will increase. With lower cost capital, c~m~nercial institutions can swoop in 
quickly and take clients and markets away. Rather than accept this boom-bust relationship, 
SBGT might explore partnerships with formal financial sector institutions which might add 
equity to SBGT and reduce poaching of its best clients. 

What is the best staffing pattern to prepare SBGT for future challenges? 

SBGT has brought in talented staff for its senior positions, and has promising junior staff in  
many of its programs. To date, it has not overly-specialized staff roles. Loan program staff, 
for example, have A, A+  and B clients. Other successful small and microfinance 
institutions, as their larger loan por!f~!l~s have grown, have found it necessary to segregate 
loan officers into small and micro lending divisions. These other institutions had to develop 
significantly different operating procedures and staff skills to manage these different 
portfolios. Term housing finance (but not working capital for home improvement) tends to be 
segregated from other finance programs in other institutions. As the loan book develops 
over the next few years, SBGT should monitor and identify the level of specialization 
required within the structure of GTC. 

Similar questions will be faced in both SBGT and GTCC, as different programs, such as 
individual master franchises and master contracting ventures, evolve. SBGT senior 
management will need to consider the extent to which synergies can be obtained by involving 
staff i n  several business areas, and the extent to which staff specialization is necessary. 

At  the same time, SBGT needs to beglid preparations now for top management succession. 
Even if the new Managing Director and General Manager extend their contracts, and the 
other 3 senior managers serve for long terms, the experience of their recruitment 
detnonstrates that plans cannot be made too early for this eventual transition. SBGT has time 
to broaden its options for the succession by growing senior managers in-house - but this 
requires careful human resource development planning and systems which are not yet in 
place. 

SBGT also needs to continue to strengthen its Board, which is beginning to play a central role 
in its development. The present Board may be too small to ensure that satisfactory input is 
made in key committees. Some members are finding it more difficult to play an active role 



in SBGT affairs, due to changes in their own circumstances. As SBGT enters into new 
market areas, further diversification of Board membership might prove useful i n  expanding 
networks alid providing new technical inputs to strategic planning. 

What further systems development is necessary? 

Systems development is a continual concern of every organization. SBGT has a number of 
fairly immediate questions to resolve, as it brings its programs up to a higher level of 
activity. Effort currently underway to ittiprove efficiency in the area of finance and 
administration should be completed in early 1996. The organization, at 47 staff, already is 
too large to be running memos around by hand. Some form of e-mail communication should 
be added to the network, which should be integrated into other aspects of internal monitoring 
and control systems. SBGT field c~ffices and other sites using Smartcard will need electronic 
information linkages with Mbabane headquarters to transmit information more quickly and 
efficiently. 

In the longer-run, particularly if it expands its services to the higher end of the small business 
community, SBGT will need higher quality head office space. Present facilities in Mbabane 
do not have the space, location or image necessary to attract this clientele. Opportunities may 
exist in the future to develop a new headquarters in a manner which creates new small 
business opportunities (for example, acquiring a site with additional space that could be leased 
for small businesses or franchises, such as photocopying, printing, and other useful business 
services). Funding now in procerss from GTZ and others can provide key resources for this 
move, when converted to equity following satisfactory completion of projected financial 
service activities. 

IS SBGT REPLICABLE? 

USAlD has devoted over $1 1 million to help create SBGT (including its new $5 million 
endowment). USAID staff rightly note that they are unlikely to have this level of resources 
to commit everywhere an SBGT-like institution might be useful. On the other hand, it is 
unlikely that similar sums are necessary to help extend SBGT's services to other countries. 
In many places private investment or other donor investment can replace USAID endowments 
to capitalize service institutions. The model of a parent non-profit foundation controlling 
subsidiary compatiies provides SBGT with useful synergies and access to capital. In other 
countries and institutions this multi-faceted structure may not be necessary. Also, it may be 
advisable in other institutions to develop one area of service at a time (eg, begin with 
fillancia1 services, expand the capital base, then introduce complementary services). 
ACCION and the Grameen Bank are following this approach in the creation of their 
networks, which open new operations in new countries for a fraction of the costs of the Swazi 
Business Development Project. 



This does not imply that SBGT has been expensive, In its setting, in a region where a few 
control the bulk of economic resources, it was appropriate for USAID to design a project, 
and an institution, to tackle many services at once. SBDP'sgoal was to grow as tnucli 
incolne atid jobs in Swazi busiriess as quickly as possible, to set an example for the region. 
SBGT has done this. Wlietlier those who examine i t  choose to duplicate it en niasse or, as is 
more oftell likely, to take up some of its parts, it provides a useful example ot' how both 
financial and non-financial assistance can be delivered cost-effectively in Africa. 


